
-ve ; Student to use the correct name of task; Resource Study that comprises

of two sections, a resource investigation and an issues exploration.

+ve ; The student has made a clear link to the product in introduction.

-ve ; Where possible avoid the use of Wikipedia as a reliable reference.

+ve ; evidence and referencing to envi-

ronmental and sustainability issues

+ve ; summarises findings relating to

solution requirements

+ve ; additional statement for

issue exploration
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+ve ; link to product +ve ; supporting references 

+ve ; support information for issues investigation 

+ve ; use of supporting graphics 

-ve ; The section above provides a rather generic overview of the two timbers (material composition and the use of 

some references to environmental impact) but lacks depth of discussion into an issue. 

+ve ; material comparison completed but criteria for ratings were required 

-ve ; error in classifications / understanding of results evident… 

Pine wood is more expensive than particleboard. 

-ve ; at this point the actual product has not been specified so tests appear rather generic 
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=ve ; Product specified 

+ve ; clear intentions of testing and reasons for this 

-ve ; are all surface durability tests required? Were they prescribe by teacher or choice given to student? 

Additional testing options-  Students in the higher grade bracket would have indicated how to 

resolve this if a dent or scratch occurred. A dent in solid pine can be removed by steaming but 

its less possible in veneered particle board. Particle board has a thin pine veneer layer which if 

sanded will go through to the pressed engineered wood below. 
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? ; excellent link to product (previous page)- how water could affect the timber through 

washing/ mopping of the floor. However, with the use of a finishing coat on the product, 

this may eliminate possible moisture uptake by both materials investigated. 

+ve ; strength test is very relevant to the solution as weight of articles on the bookshelf can 

cause the shelves to bow. 
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-ve;  placing all the testing in order as prescribed in introduction would have made the work flow 

better for the reader  E.g. placing all the Surface durability test together—dent test, scratch test 

and shock test. 
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+ve ; Tests provide good analysis and links to product with excellent use of supporting images 
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+ve ; Qualitative and Quantified data has been presented 

-ve ; this seems out of place here. Better suited in issues investigation section 
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+ve ; A good conclusion that sums up resource investigation ( testing) and provides links to 

product being developed. 

+ve ; properly referenced bibliography. 
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Overall ; the resource investigation was stronger than the issues 

exploration, however , a good Resource Study at a B grade 
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